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Abstrat. In omplex games with a high branhing fator, global alpha-

beta searh is omputationally infeasible. One way to overome this prob-

lem, is by using seletive goal-direted searh algorithms. These goal-

direted searhes an use relevany zones to determine whih part of the

board inuenes the goal. In this paper, we propose a general method

that uses these relevany zones for searhing for ompound goals. A

ompound goal is onstruted from less omplex atomi goals, using the

standard onnetives. In ontrast to other approahes that treat goals

separately in the searh phase, ompound goal searh obtains exat res-

ults.
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1 Introdution

In omplex games with a high branhing fator, suh as the Asian game of

Go, global alpha-beta searh is omputationally infeasible. Therefore, there has

reently been some researh towards loal searhes.

Loal searhes an be obtained by splitting the global searh into several

independent loal searhes. This approah is suessfully adopted by Mueller

using deomposition searh in the endgame [5℄. Unfortunately, in the middle

game it is rare to �nd isolated regions whih are not inuened by other regions.

Therefore, other notions of loality have been proposed whih are more suitable

for the middle game.

One way to preserve loality is by using seletive goal-direted searh al-

gorithms [4℄ [2℄ [6℄. This approah has been suessfully adopted to several sub-

games of Go, suh as apturing a string of stones, onneting two strings of stones

and making life for a group. These goal-direted searhes an use relevany zones

to determine whih part of the board inuenes the goal. However, searhes for

suh elementary goals an not be used for solving more omplex problems or

for evaluating game positions. E.g. in Figure 1, there are two white stones with

only one liberty. If blak is to move, he an apture one of them, but then the

other stone an esape. The question then arises how he should play in order to

apture both stones. As we will see, blak an apture both stones by playing a
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ladder break on the rossing of both ladders. [1℄ on transitive onnetion made a

�rst start on ombining several goals into one searh by onsidering the proof of

the onnetion of two goals A and C using the proofs of the onnetions between

A and B and between B and C.

Fig. 1. A double ladder

In this paper, we propose a general method that searhes with ompound

goals. A ompound goal is a more omplex goal, that is built from simpler

atomi goals. Searhing using ompound goals is espeially interesting when the

atomi goals used are more or less independent, but not ompletely. In ontrast

to other approahes that treat loal goals separately in the searh phase (suh

as planning approahes [7℄), ompound goal searh obtains exat results. The

tehnique presented here is a generalization of [1℄ on transitive onnetions, as

we treat ompound goals whih are arbitrary ombinations (using onjuntion,

disjuntion and negation) of arbitrary atomi goals (not only onnetions but

also e.g. apturing and living).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 reviews se-

letive goal-direted searh algorithms and introdues the terminology used in

this paper. Next, in Setion 3 we explain how we onstrut ompound goals,

using atomi subgoals. In Setion 4 our experiments and analyses an be found.

Finally, in Setion 5 we present our onlusions and ideas for further work.

2 Searhing for atomi goals

In this setion the basis of seletive goal-direted searh algorithms are reviewed

and the used terminology is introdued.

In games suh as Go, loality is important, as the board is large and at the

same time intermediate goals an be formulated using information of only a small

loal area. Speial algorithms have been developed reently. The important idea

in these algorithms is that one an be very seletive on the andidate moves

by only onsidering those that ould potentially prevent a negative result that
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follows when no move (a nullmove) is played. To human Go players too, it is

ommon knowledge that \my opponent's point is my point".

A goal is formulated for a partiular player. He is alled the attaker or

max. The opponent is alled the defender or min (he should try to prevent max

from reahing the goal). For a partiular goal G we will denote max by max(G)

and min by min(G). Some ommon examples of goals in inreasing order of

omplexity inlude the apture goal (max should apture a partiular blok of

stones), the onnetion goal (max should onnet two of his bloks), the life

goal (max should make life for a given set of bloks) and the invade goal (max

should make a living group somewhere in a given area).

The order of a move is an important onept. Generally speaking it indiates

how diretly the move an realize the goal. A max move of order n indiates

that the goal an be reahed, if it is followed by n suessive moves of max

1

. By

using this notion of the order of a move, the searh an be kept loal by limiting

the order of the moves to be searhed. A max move of order 0 reahes the goal

diretly. A move of a higher order n is a move suh that if min passes, max an

play a move of order at most n� 1. For the apture goal, ladders are moves of

order 1 and a geta (net) has order at least 2.

Generally speaking, a relevany zone is a set of intersetions that supports a

proof. When a searh engine needs to prove a tatial goal, it has to remember

all the reasons that are responsible for the result of that searh. This olletion

of intersetions is alled the relevany zone or trae of that searh.

To illustrate the use of relevany zones, the double ladder example from the

previous setion is repeated. Figure 2 shows the same position as Fig. 1, but

this time the relevany zones are inluded. A triangle indiates an intersetion

that belongs to the relevany zone, obtained by the loal searh whih goal is

to apture the left white stone. The squares indiate the intersetions from the

relevany zone of the loal searh for the right white stone. The intersetion of

both relevany zones are the points marked with a irle.

Fig. 2. A double ladder, inluding the relevany zones

1

De�nitions di�er somewhat among the di�erent artiles in literature
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Relevany zones have several uses. First, as a proof remains valid as long

as the intersetions of its relevany zone remain unhanged, it is natural for a

playing program to store the relevany zone of a proof together with the result,

so it knows when it has to reompute the status of the goal. Seond, if it is

proved that for a ertain order no move exists that reahed the goal, one an use

the relevany zone of that proof as the set of andidate moves in a new searh

for moves of a higher order.

Di�erent relevany zones an be obtained by proving the same tatial goal,

e.g. when proving that a blok annot be aptured in one move, one only needs

to (arbitrarily) add two liberties of that blok to the relevany zone. Ideally and

not onsidering memory onstraints, one ould use a three-like representation for

a relevany zone that entails the minimal relevany zone, obtained by browsing

through the three. Currently, only one of the proofs is used as the relevany

zone for that searh. This still obtains orret results, but it an be less eÆient.

(It an be obligate to realulate the searh, just beause the \wrong" liberty is

added.)

We distinguish between two subsets of a relevany zone: the positive relev-

any zone (denoted Rzone

+

), ontaining all points suh that when they remain

unhanged, the result for the assoiated searh annot beome better than the

previously omputed result for max and the negative relevany zone (denoted

Rzone

�

) of all points suh that when they remain unhanged the obtained res-

ult an not get worse for max. To illustrate this distintion, onsider the po-

sition in Figure 3, where the goal is to apture the white group, so the blak

player is max and white is min. The outome for the searh is Won for the

player to move. The markings indiate the relevany zone, the irles indiate

the Rzone

+

-relevany zone, whih ontain the intersetions that an make the

result better for blak (max) and the triangles indiate the Rzone

�

-zone, in-

tersetions that, when hanged, an make the result worse for blak (better for

white). The two retangles indiate the only intersetions that belong to both

Rzone

+

and Rzone

�

.

Fig. 3. Illustration of Rzone

+

and Rzone

�
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One of the seletive loal searh algorithms desribed in literature is lambda

searh [6℄. Lambda trees are limited by the order of the moves (in lambda searh,

a �

i

attaking move threatens to do a �

i�1

move if the defender passes).

Abstrat Proof Searh [2℄ is based on similar ideas. However, the searh

an be both bounded by the depth and the order of the moves. Also, andidate

moves an not only be generated from the relevany zones of lower order or lower

depth searhes, but also from goal and game spei� hard-oded knowledge. The

advantage of the latter is that often smaller sets of andidate moves an be used.

Unfortunately, oding the knowledge turns out to be a quite umbersome task

whih an only be done with some on�dene for the lower order moves. For

higher order moves, later versions of abstrat proof searh fall bak on relevany

zones.

Several generalizations of abstrat proof searh have been proposed. Among

these there is Iterative Widening and General Threats Searh. Iterative widen-

ing [3℄ works in an analogous way as iterative deepening in that it performs an

iteration of searhes of inreasing omplexity by trying the most plausible an-

didate moves in the earlier searhes and gradually onsidering more andidates

resulting in 'wider' trees. Generalized Threats Searh [4℄ is a generalization of

the above algorithms.

In this paper we will use an implementation of abstrat proof searh (with

the di�erent generalizations) alled Tail, whih was originally reated by T.

Cazenave and further extended in ollaboration. The searh algorithm is imple-

mented in a generi goal-independent way. For eah goal, a number of methods

have to be spei�ed, the most important being those listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Methods to speify for eah goal.

Method Desription

do move(move,olor) perform a move and

neessary updates to the goal status

undo move() retrat a move

eval(olortomove,Rzone

+

,Rzone

�

) evaluates the urrent position w.r.t.

the goal and the player who moves �rst

max moves(order,Rzone

+

,Rzone

�

) returns the andidate moves for max

up to order order

min moves(order,Rzone

+

,Rzone

�

) returns the andidate moves for min

up to order order

We denote the appliation of a method M of some goal G in some position

P with G:M [P ℄(args) where args are the arguments. We will denote the rel-

evany zones of that all, i.e. the set of all intersetions whih may not hange

for the result of the method all to remain valid, with Rzone

+

�

G:M [P ℄(args)

�

and Rzone

�

�

G:M [P ℄(args)

�

. One important method is the evaluation funtion.

It either returns Won, Ko, Lost, or Unknown. The �rst three values are ter-
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minal, whih means that the searh an be stopped in nodes where these values

are obtained. In this paper we do not make a distintion between the di�erent

kinds of ko. There an be several heuristi levels in Unknown, aording to the

belief of the evaluation funtion in the possibility to reah the goal. We will de-

note these with Unknown

i

(i 2 R) where higher values of i are more desirable

for max.

3 Compound Goals

In the previous setion we have disussed existing work on searhing atomi

goals. In this setion we explain how one an searh for ompound goals, mainly

using the same searh algorithms.

We start with de�ning a language that allows one to build more omplex

goals from atomi ones. Therefore one an use the three standard onnetives:

onjuntion, disjuntion and negation. These omplex goals are onstruted as

new goals, by de�ning the funtions listed in Table 1, so that any searh al-

gorithm (for instane those desribed in the previous setion) an be used to

ompute the outome. We start with the simplest operator: the negation.

3.1 Negation

The negation of a goal is the inverse goal, where a player tries to prevent his

opponent from ahieving the basi goal. More aurately:

De�nition 1. Let G be a goal. Then not(G) is a goal, alled the negation of

G, suh that max(not(G)) = min(G) and min(not(G)) = max(G). Moreover,

for every position P , G:eval[P ℄() = Won , not(G):eval[P ℄() = Lost,

G:eval[P ℄() = Lost, not(G):eval[P ℄() =Won and G:eval[P ℄() = Ko,

not(G):eval[P ℄() = Ko

The implementation of the neessary methods to be able to searh for not(G)

given the methods for the basi goal G is in theory straightforward. Table 2

gives a summary. Note that beause the roles of max and min are swithed in

the inverse goal, the roles of Rzone

+

and Rzone

�

also need to be reversed.

Table 2. Methods for the negation of a goal

Method Implementation

not(G).max moves(order, Rzone

+

, Rzone

�

) G.min moves(order, Rzone

�

, Rzone

+

)

not(G).min moves(order, Rzone

+

, Rzone

�

) G.max moves(order, Rzone

�

, Rzone

+

)

However, there are a number of additional requirements on the basi goal in

order for this shema to work. In partiular the evaluation funtion should be

aurate enough in returning the value Lost. Indeed, for the existing approahes,
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evaluation funtions are often implemented asymmetri. It is important to return

Won in positions where the goal is reahed, but if Unknown is returned instead

of Lost in positions where the basi goal an not be reahed anymore, the searh

will take longer, but will still sueed in the same iterative deepening iteration. It

is only if the evaluation funtion is able to detet the Lost status early enough

and the basi goal an be disproved by the original searh algorithm that the

negation of the goal an be proved eÆiently. Unfortunately for a number of

goals deteting the Lost status is more diÆult than deteting theWon status.

E.g. for the apture goal, the status is Won if the blok to apture is removed

from the board. Many playing programs assume that a blok an not be (easily)

aptured when its number of liberties is above some threshold, but even a blok

with tens of liberties an be dead. Hene, deteting that a blok an not be

aptured may require to reognize life.

3.2 Conjuntion

A onjuntion of two goals is the goal in whih max is trying to ahieve both

goals. More aurately:

De�nition 2. Let A and B be goals suh that max(A) = max(B). Then A^B

is a goal, alled the onjuntion of A and B, suh that max(A ^ B) = max(A)

and min(A ^ B) = min(A) = min(B). Moreover, for every position P ,

{ if (A ^ B):eval[P ℄() = Won, then max an win both A and B if  moves

�rst.

{ if (A ^ B):eval[P ℄() = Ko, then max an win both A and B by winning a

ko, if  moves �rst.

{ if (A ^ B):eval[P ℄() = Lost, then if  moves �rst, it is not possible for

max to win both A and B, even not by winning a ko.

We �rst propose a simple, stati implementation of a ompound goal on-

strution for the onjuntion goal that does not need searh for the atomi goals

independently. In a seond step we will then disuss a dynami implementation

for A ^ B that performs loal searh for the goals A and B individually.

3.2.1 Stati funtions.

A stati evaluation funtion.

We will denote the stati evaluation funtion of the onjuntion goal with

(A ^ B):eval

s

. For the ase min moves �rst, we de�ne it by

(A ^ B):eval

s

[P ℄(min) = A:eval[P ℄(min) ^ B:eval[P ℄(min)

where Table 3 gives the onjuntion of two position evaluations.
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The values in this table are only valid in the ase that the two evaluations

are independent. With min to move, this means that the atual stati evalu-

ation di�ers from the values of the \raw" evaluation funtion when the eval-

uation funtions for A and B detet Won or Ko before this status has a-

tually been realized on the board. The remaining \aji" (latent possibilities of

min in the remaining proof of the realizability of the evaluation) of one goal

ould prevent the winning by max of the other goal in the ase the relev-

any zones (Rzone

�

)of A:eval[P ℄(min) and B:eval[P ℄(min) overlap. In that

ase (A ^ B):eval

s

[P ℄(min) should return a (high) Unknown value to urge

deeper searh.

Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the mathematial intuition of onjuntions

(taking the minimum of two values) is not appliable to the ase of ko. Indeed, if

both A and B evaluate to Ko, then usually A^B evaluates to Lost as max an

not win two ko �ghts at the same time, and A ^B evaluates only to Ko if both

ko �ghts are in fat the same ko �ght and max an win (lose) both A and B by

winning (losing) this one ko. Even the onjuntion of A:eval[P ℄(min) = Ko and

B:eval[P ℄(min) = Won an turn into (A ^ B):eval

s

[P ℄(min) = Lost instead

of the expeted Ko in the (rare) ase that B ould only be won in double ko,

providing an in�nite soure of ko threats for min to win the goal A.

We de�ne the stati evaluation funtion for the ase where max moves �rst,

by

(A ^B):eval

s

[P ℄(max) = (1)

�

A:eval[P ℄(min) ^ B:eval[P ℄(max)

�

_

�

A:eval[P ℄(max) ^ B:eval[P ℄(min)

�

where the disjuntion E

1

_ E

2

of two evaluations E

1

and E

2

an be found in

Table 3.

The atual stati evaluation funtion also di�ers here from the \raw" ase

when one of the onjuntions evaluates to Lost and the relevany zones of the

loal searhes overlap. In this ase Unknown is returned, so that the \global"

searh for the ompound goal ontinues.

Candidate move generation.

When the atomi goals are not searhed individually, the union of the an-

didate moves generated by the atomi goals have to be taken as the andidate

moves for the ompound goal. So,

(A ^ B):max moves[P ℄ = A:max moves[P ℄ [ B:max moves[P ℄

(A ^ B):min moves[P ℄ = A:min moves[P ℄ [ B:min moves[P ℄

3.2.2 Dynami funtions.

A dynami evaluation funtion.
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Table 3. Conjuntion and disjuntion of two independent evaluations

E

1

E

2

E

1

^E

2

E

1

_E

2

Won Won Won Won

Won Ko Ko (or Lost) Won

Won Lost Lost Won

Won Unknown

j

Unknown

j

Won

Ko Won Ko (or Lost) Won

Ko Ko Lost (or Ko) Won (or Ko)

Ko Lost Lost Ko (or Won)

Ko Unknown

j

Unknown

j�

Unknown

j+

Lost Won Lost Won

Lost Ko Lost Ko (or Won)

Lost Lost Lost Lost

Lost Unknown

j

Lost Unknown

j

Unknown

i

Won Unknown

i

Won

Unknown

i

Ko Unknown

i�

Unknown

i+

Unknown

i

Lost Lost

i

Lost

Unknown

i

Unknown

j

Unknown

min(i;j)

Unknown

max(i;j)

The evaluation funtion for the onjuntion goal an be muh more aurate

by using loal searh to the omponents of this ompound goal. This allows to

prune muh faster.

For every node P in the searh for A ^ B, the �rst all to a method of the

goal A ^ B performs internally a searh for the goals A and B with  mov-

ing �rst. If A:eval[P ℄() and B:eval[P ℄() respetively return Unknown, for

both  = max and  = min, this does not mean that potentially four inde-

pendent searhes have to be performed sine to determine the set of andidate

moves for min, the standard algorithm already does a searh with max moving

�rst (in order to get the relevany zone). We will denote the results of these

searhes with A:searh[P ℄(olortomove) and B:searh[P ℄(olortomove) and

the orresponding relevany zones with Rzone

+

�

A:searh[P ℄(olortomove)

�

,

Rzone

�

�

A:searh[P ℄(olortomove)

�

, Rzone

+

�

B:searh[P ℄(olortomove)

�

and

Rzone

�

�

B:searh[P ℄(olortomove)

�

. These loal searhes will either return a

more informative value (Won, Ko or Lost) or will still return Unknown. The

latter means that deeper loal searh is needed. If searhing deeper for the loal

goal is too expensive, so will the searh for A^B be. This would mean that it is

better to return Unknown from the node P in the searh for A^B rather than

expanding it further. Of ourse, if A ^ B is searhed using iterative deepening,

in deeper iterations, more time an be alloated to the loal searhes.

One both loal searhes are �nished the funtion disussed in the previous

paragraph is used to ombine both results. As pointed out, if the relevany zones

of the two loal searhes overlap, the ompound goal evaluates to Unknown

and deeper searh is needed, by ontinuing the global searh algorithm with the

ompound (onjuntion) goal.
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Using the information of the loal searhes, the appropriate intersetions an

be added to Rzone

+

�

A ^ B:searh[P ℄(olortomove)

�

and

Rzone

�

�

A ^ B:searh[P ℄(olortomove)

�

, so that one is able to onstrut hier-

arhies of goals.

Candidate move generation.

If max moves need to be generated, this means that the evaluation fun-

tion for max moving �rst (Equation 1) leads to Unknown. In the game of

Go, passing is allowed and hene eval[P℄(max) will always be higher or equal

to eval[P℄(min), so one an onentrate on the eval[P℄(min) evaluation. Fur-

ther, beause the individual goals are searhed, one an �nd the proofs for the

outomes of these individual goals in the di�erent relevany zones.

Based on the results of A.eval[P℄(min) and B.eval[P℄(min), the set of an-

didate max moves an be obtained. If both these atomi goals evaluate to Lost,

this means that max has to play a move that hanges the result of both sub

searhes and hene has to play a move from the intersetion of the Rzone

+

of

eah atomi goal. If one of the above searhes evaluates toWon, the max moves

are those played on the intersetions from the Rzone

+

of the other goal.

Moreover, andidate moves for max that do not allow max to win either goal

A or B individually will be pruned away immediately by the loal searhes for

goals A and B. In this way, one an hope that only a very small set of andidate

moves for max will remain.

In a min node, whatever min does, max an win both goals independently.

This is a onsequene of the fat that after the loal searh for the goals inde-

pendently, the node has not been pruned. So, min has to try a move in

Rzone

�

�

A:searh[P ℄(min)

�

[ Rzone

�

�

B:searh[P ℄(min)

�

that makes miai of preventing max's win in A and B. In many ases, a move in

Rzone

�

�

A:searh[P ℄(min)

�

\ Rzone

�

�

B:searh[P ℄(min)

�

will work for min, so

these moves an be tried �rst.

While in [1℄ for the ase of transitive onnetions, it is argued that some

andidates for min are not in the union of the relevany zones as desribed

above. But as will be shown in the next paragraph, the fat that this union of

relevany zones is suÆient follows from the de�nitions of relevany zones and

onjuntion goal.

We illustrate this with the same example as in [1℄. In the position in Figure 4a,

we onsider the onnetion of A and B and the onnetion of B and C. Figure 4b

ontains the Rzone

�

-zones, the irles denote Rzone

�

�

A� B:searh[P ℄(min)

�

,

the triangles Rzone

�

�

B�C:searh[P ℄(min)

�

and the retangles the intersetion

of the two. White 1 is a working move for min, whih does not belong to the rel-

evany zone of the proof of either onnetion and subsequently is not onsidered

as a andidate move. If white plays 1, blak an not protet against 2 and 3

simultaneously. But this does not neessary mean that white 1 should indeed be

a andidate move. Point 1 will appear in the Rzone

�

(A ^ B) though, when the
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searh for the ompound goal (transitive onnetion) is ontinued, 2 is tried and

blak defends at 1 against this by apturing the stone. As [1℄ already points out,

3 is also a working move on itself belonging to the intersetion of the relevany

zones of both onnetions. Moreover, 3 is the only (and real) move that prohibits

the transitive onnetion. So loally, 1 is a sente move against the onnetion,

but not a threat that should be inluded in the set of andidate moves for min.

Figure 4 shows a slightly modi�ed example, where the move at 3 in the original

example is solved for blak and onsequently white 1 is no longer a working

move.

a. original example b. example with Rzone

�

. modi�ed example

Fig. 4. A ounterexample for generating andidate moves for min

While it seems that a lot of searh should be performed to determine the

status of a onjuntion of goals, several optimizations an be applied. First, if

a player moves outside the relevany zone of one of both goals, the status of

that goal does not hange, and loal searh for that goal is not neessary in the
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next searh node. Seond, one an try to simplify the searh by �rst trying those

moves that minimize the intersetion of the relevany zones of the sub goals.

3.2.3 Corretness of the onjuntion goal searh

Loal searhes are abstrat proof searhes. It only returns a terminal result

(Lost,Won) if this is the orret result. When a result involving ko is returned,

it is possible that a deeper searh still obtains a 'better' result (Won instead of

KoWon or Lost instead of KoLost).

To prove the orretness of the proposed ompound searh algorithm, we

must show that all andidate moves are orretly generated and the evaluation

funtion is orret. When the evaluation funtion returns a value whih is not in

the Unknown range, it is orret that this result an be obtained (this follows

from the de�nition and the properties of the loal abstrat proof searhes). Still,

it ould be that a 'better' (non-ko instead of ko) result an be obtained if loal

searhes are searhed deeper and hange from non-ko to ko.

We show that all neessary andidate moves are generated. With this we

mean that there is no move whih is not onsidered as andidate move and ould

yield a better result for either player. In the above paragraph on andidate move

generation using the relevany zones of the loal searhes, we already showed

that in the ase none of the loal searhes evaluates to Unknown, the set of

andidate moves is orret. In the ase one of the loal searhes evaluates to

Unknown, a orret and omplete set of andidate moves an not be derived.

Still, if the global searh gives a solution with a prinipal path of nodes where

no subgoals evaluated to Unknown, the result is orret. In the other ase, one

an get a more ertain answer by deepening the loal searhes in the prinipal

path that returned Unknown, or by iterating the global searh and adding in

nodes with subgoals returning Unknown, the appropriate relevany zones of

the searh starting in this node in the previous global iteration, to the set of

andidate moves.

3.3 Disjuntion

A disjuntion of two goals is a goal where max tries to realize at least one of

both goals. De�ning a disjuntion of goals is possible using the lassial laws of

logi:

De�nition 3. Let A and B be goals suh that max(A) = max(B). Then A_B

is a goal, alled the disjuntion of A and B, suh that

A _ B = not

�

not(A) ^ not(B)

�

This shows in fat that the properties of a disjuntion of goals will be dual

to the properties of a onjuntion of goals. Of ourse, in pratie a diret imple-

mentation without the negations turns out to be faster.
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4 Experiments

In this setion we will present experiments in order to evaluate our ompound

goal searh and ompare it with existing methods.

In order to make our implementation to solve ompound goals we had �rst to

onstrut basi goals produing good relevany zones, also for goals that an not

be solved in a few moves. This provided an interesting opportunity to evaluate

the use of relevany zones as ompared to hard oded knowledge. The use of

relevany zones does not mean that no hard oded knowledge is used. Some

minimal goal dependent knowledge is used. In the apture goal for instane,

the fat is used that one needs to play on a liberty to apture a blok in 1 move.

However, we use no move seletion based on knowledge of the games or heuristis

for move ordering.

4.1 Atomi, relevany based, games

In several experiments, it seems to turn out that searh using hard oded know-

ledge is often faster, while searh using relevany zones solves more problems.

Table 4 gives an impression of the results for di�erent thresholds for the max-

imum nodes allowed for three datasets. These datasets were provided by T.Cazenave

and ontain problems from games amongst omputer programs together with

some arti�ial problems. For two of them the goal is to apture an opponent

string or defend a friendly string from apturing. These datasets ontain 144

and 75 problems. In the third dataset of 90 problems, the goal is to onnet two

friendly strings or disonnet two opponent strings.

Table 4. Comparing searh using (mainly) relevany zones to searh using hard-oded

knowledge For di�erent thresholds for 'maximum nodes to traverse', the timings of

both methods and the number of orretly solved problems is given

goal test set nodes/problem hard-oded relevany zones

time(s) solved time(s) solved

apture 1 1000 0.57 57% 0.64 51%

20000 1.18 57% 2.96 57%

200000 1.85 58% 11.41 82%

2 1000 0.27 33% 0.25 32%

20000 0.50 35% 1.47 44%

200000 0.77 35% 5.72 50%

onnet 1 1000 0.56 58% 0.66 68%

20000 1.24 60% 0.77 68%

200000 3.98 68% 0.78 68%
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4.2 Compound goals

Now we move to ompound goals. Unfortunately, there seems to be no large

dataset on ompound goals available. We will therefore limit our disussion to

a smaller set of hand-onstruted and real-game problems. Most problems from

games are transitive onnetion problems from [1℄. In future work, we will ollet

a larger dataset of problems from games requiring ompound goal tehniques.

Table 5 lists a number of ompound goals problems. We onsider basially

two methods to solve ompound goals. The �rst one is the method desribed up

to now. The seond (naive) one is a method without searh loal to one of the

sub goals. Candidate moves are just the union of the andidate moves proposed

by the separate goals. This is about the best guess one an do without using

relevany zones and using no loal searh. As an be seen, for some problems

the naive method works and is muh faster. However, on several problems the

naive method fails, i.e. it does not �nd a orret solution (a.o. due to missing

andidate moves). Also, the naive method is not guaranteed to produe orret

results. Of ourse, instead of this naive method one ould try to take a safe

approximation of the orret set of andidate moves, but this is very diÆult

beause the omplexity rapidly blows up as unneessary andidates are added.

Table 5. Compound goals problems. Timings are given in seonds.

goal dynami stati

1 (Figure 1) apture(D3)^apture(M3) (Won) 0.14 timeout

2 (Figure 5a apture(A)_ onnet(B,C) (Won) 0.39 timeout

3 (Figure 5b apture(A)^ apture(B) (Won) 0.10 timeout

4 (Figure 5 apture(A)_ onnet(B,C) (Won) 0.39 timeout

5 (Figure 5d not( onnet(A,B)^ onnet(B,C)) (Won) 1.12 0.01

6 (Figure 5e not( onnet(A,B)^ onnet(B,C)) (Won) 1.12 0.01

7 (Figure 5f not( onnet(A,B)^ onnet(B,C)) (Won) 1.62 0.01

8 (Figure 5g not( onnet(A,B)^ onnet(B,C)) (Lost) 0.15 wrong

9 (Figure 5h onnet(A,B)^ onnet(B,C) (Won) 0.55 0.03

5 Conlusions and Further Work

We proposed a general method for searhing for ompound goals. While existing

tehniques an guess good moves quite fast for suh goals, our ompound goal

searh tehnique is more aurate. Also, it is more general than existing teh-

niques. Hene it allows one to aurately determine the status of a larger area

on the board than existing methods. We onsider atomi goals and three on-

netives to ombine them: negations, disjuntion and onjuntion. The binary

onnetives depend on orret omputation of relevany zones of their sub goals.

There are several diretions of further work. First, a more aurate treatment

of ko ould make the searh algorithm muh more valuable in real games. When
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a. apture(A)_ onnet(B,C) b. apture(A)^ apture(B)

. apture(A)_ onnet(B,C) d. not( onnet(A,B)^ onnet(B,C))

e. not( onnet(A,B)^ onnet(B,C)) f. not( onnet(A,B)^ onnet(B,C))

g. not( onnet(A,B)^ onnet(B,C)) h. onnet(A,B)^ onnet(B,C)

Fig. 5. Compound goal problems
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ombining goals, it an be important to know what kind of ko is the loal result

of eah of the subgoals.

Seond, we have limited our disussion to the main logial operators (neg-

ation, onjuntion and disjuntion). However, other operators may be useful.

Consider e.g. the problem of making a maximal number of points in some area

(e.g. during an invasion). Then, the subgoal would return a real value instead of

the logial values Lost, Won and Ko onsidered here. Combining suh goals

would be muh more similar to deomposition searh.

Finally, a more memory-intensive approah ould avoid muh reomputation.

In our urrent approah, a global transposition table is used. However, it would

be interesting to onsider loal transposition tables for every subgoal, whih store

also relevany zones. This would probably save muh omputation, while if are

is taken would still �t easily into urrent memory apaity.
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